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The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and configure MicroStrategy products on Windows, UNIX and Linux
platforms, as well as basic maintenance guidelines.
Expert Consolidation in Oracle Database 12c is your key to reducing data management costs and increasing data center efficiency.
Consolidation and cloud computing are converging trends sweeping the industry. The same technologies enabling cloud computing enable
consolidation as well, leading to savings on all fronts from the amount of power used for servers to the amount of floor space consumed to
the number of administrators needed to manage an installation. Yet the consolidation process can be a long and winding road. Success
requires planning, and consideration to the impacts on supporting infrastructure. Expert Consolidation in Oracle Database 12c guides you
through planning and implementing a consolidated Oracle Database installation using the many new features built into the latest release of
Oracle’s database management system. You’ll learn to identify candidates for consolidation and to recognize instances that are best left
stand-alone. The book guides in working with clustered systems and ASM storage in the consolidated environment. Focus is given to Oracle
Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control as a monitoring and management dashboard. Always the goal is to drive towards a cost-effective
environment that is efficient both in technology and people. Focuses on the new consolidation features in Oracle Database 12c Helps you
evaluate and correctly decide when to consolidate Leads to cost savings and improved data center efficiency
This IBM® RedpaperTM publication provides the details for setting up an environment on AIX 7.1 on an IBM Power Systems S824 so you
can install and upgrade Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.2. It provides a step-by-step installation of Oracle E-Business Suite Release
12.2 for AIX 7.1. This document also provides a consolidated list of database and application tier patches to upgrade Oracle E-Business Suite
from release 12.2.0 to 12.2.4, and explains how to apply patches. This document is written for those who are newly installing Oracle EBusiness Suite Release 12.2 version 12.2.0 and upgrading to 12.2.4 on an IBM Power SystemsTM server with AIX® 7.1. It provides a
sample two-tier installation of Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.2 version 12.2.0 on two AIX logical partitions and steps for upgrading to
version 12.2.4. The sample installation of Oracle EBusiness Suite Release 12.2 version 12.2.0 and upgrade to 12.2.4 also proves their
interoperability with IBM Power Systems servers with POWER8TM processor technology. This document assumes that the reader has an indepth knowledge of IBM AIX, Oracle Database 11g, and Oracle E-Business Suite.
Get a Solid Foundation in Oracle Database Technology Master Oracle Database 11g fundamentals quickly and easily. Using self-paced
tutorials, this book covers core database essentials, the role of the administrator, high availability, and large database features. Oracle
Database 11g: A Beginner's Guide walks you, step by step, through database setup, administration, programming, backup, and recovery. Indepth introductions to SQL and PL/SQL are included. Designed for easy learning, this exclusive Oracle Press guide offers: Core
Concepts--Oracle Database 11g topics presented in logically organized chapters Critical Skills--Lists of specific skills covered in each chapter
Projects--Practical exercises that show how to apply the critical skills learned in each chapter Progress Checks--Quick self-assessment
sections to check your progress Notes--Extra information related to the topic being covered Mastery Checks--Chapter-ending quizzes to test
your knowledge
A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-062 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 12c Installation and
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Administration exam with this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Each chapter features challenging exercises, a certification summary, a twominute drill, and a self-test to reinforce the topics presented. This authoritative resource helps you pass the exam and also serves as an
essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-062, including: Installing and upgrading Oracle
Database software Managing the database instance Configuring the Oracle network environment Managing database storage structures
Administering user security Managing undo data and data concurrency Implementing Oracle Database auditing Performing database
maintenance Managing performance and tuning SQL Managing resources using Oracle Database Resource Manager Automating tasks
Moving data Performing backup and recovery Installing Oracle Grid Infrastructure for a standalone server Electronic content includes: 185+
practice exam questions with detailed answers and explanations Test engine that provides custom exams by chapter or by domain
The fastest way to get up and running on Oracle Database XE Take full advantage of all the powerful features available in Oracle Database
10g Express Edition with help from this easy-to-follow Oracle Press guide. Hands-On Oracle Database 10g Express Edition for Linux shows
you, step by step, how to set up, administer, tune, troubleshoot, and secure a robust database system. You will also learn to use PL/SQL and
Oracle Application Express to build custom database applications. Get started today with the Oracle database that's free to develop, deploy,
and distribute.

Here's the book you need to prepare for Oracle's 10g upgrade exam, Oracle Database 10g: New Features for
Administrators (1Z0-040). This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's Oracle
certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the
"Best Study Guide" selection in CertCities Readers Choice Awards for two consecutive years, this book provides: Clear
and concise information on the enhancements included in Oracle 10g Practical examples and insights drawn from the
authors' real-world experiences Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine and electronic
flashcards You'll also find authoritative coverage of key exam topics, including: Installing and Configuring the Server
Loading and Unloading Data Tuning Applications Supporting Analytical Applications Backing Up and Recovering Data
Automating Data Storage Management Applying Security Policies Supporting Upgrade Paths to Oracle 10g Look to
Sybex for the knowledge and skills needed to succeed in today's competitive IT marketplace. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and
other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Expanding Choice: Moving to Linux and Open Source with Novell Open Enterprise Server is a concise, authoritative
guide for IT professionals to help evaluate and implement Novell's open source technologies. You will be able to
understand and assess the advantages of open source technologies through the discussion of specific, customer-tested
implementation strategies for both open source and traditional software. You will also review the benefits and costs of
both open source and closed source software systems. Find out how Novell's new Open Enterprise Server combines the
choice and flexibility of SUSE Linux with the reliability of Novell's proven networking software in Expanding Choice:
Moving to Linux and Open Source with Novell Open Enterprise
Server.
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Learn to build and implement a robust Oracle E-Business Suite system using the new release, EBS 12.2. This hands-on,
real-world guide explains the rationale for using an Oracle E-Business Suite environment in a business enterprise and
covers the major technology stack changes from EBS version 11i through R12.2. You will learn to build up an EBS
environment from a simple single-node installation to a complex multi-node high available setup. Practical Oracle EBusiness Suite focuses on release R12.2, but key areas in R12.1 are also covered wherever necessary. Detailed
instructions are provided for the installation of EBS R12.2 in single and multi-node configurations, the logic and
methodology used in EBS patching, and cloning of EBS single-node and complex multi-node environments configured
with RAC. This book also provides information on FMW used in EBS 12.2, as well as performance tuning and EBS 12.2
on engineered system implementations. What You Will Learn:/bbr/pdivp/pulliUnderstand Oracle EBS software and the
underlying technology stack componentsbr/liliInstall/configure Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2 in simple and HA complex
setupsbr/liliManage Oracle EBS 12.2br/liliUse online patching (adop) for Installation of Oracle EBS patchesbr/liliClone an
EBS environment in simple and complex configurationsbr/liliPerform and tune Oracle EBS in all layers
(Application/DB/OS/NW)br/liliSecure E-Business Suite R12.2br/li/ul/divbrbWho This Book Is For:/bp/pp/pp/pp/pp/pp/p
Developers, data architects, and data scientists looking to integrate the most successful big data open stack architecture
and how to choose the correct technology in every layer
Install and configure Oracle Database 10g on a Linux enterprise platform. This book explains how to set up, administer,
monitor, and tune Oracle Database 10g on Linux. You will also learn how to implement High Availability solutions as well
as handle backup, recovery, and replication. This exclusive Oracle Press guide is the ideal resource for all Oracle DBAs
working in a Linux environment.
A guide for Oracle DBAs who are too busy to build a clustered server environment to learn about Oracle's Real
Application Cluster technology, this book allows DBAs to build and configure a Real Application Cluster quickly and
inexpensively. Covers how to find the right hardware to build an at-home RAC, where to get Linux and how to set it up,
how to install the Oracle Cluster Manager, and how to create the RAC database.
The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and configure MicroStrategy products on
Windows, UNIX, Linux, and HP platforms, as well as basic maintenance guidelines.
An overview of the new version of Oracle includes a review of the database management and administration enhancements of Oracle 10G,
as well as changes to security, Internet features, architecture, real application clusters, and performance.
*One-stop reference for administration and management of Oracle 10g Database *9i predecessor was a best seller; this edition covers all
new features, with fully field-tested examples—not just "showcase" examples *Contains essential primers on Unix, Linux and Windows NT
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management and on SQL and PL/SQL programming; ideal for new/aspiring DBAs
Now in its second edition, this best-selling book by Tom Kyte of "Ask Tom" fame continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to
apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom has a simple philosophy: you can
treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into it or you can understand how it works and exploit it as a powerful computing environment.
If you choose the latter, then you’ll find that there are few information management problems that you cannot solve quickly and elegantly.
This fully revised second edition covers the developments up to Oracle Database 11g. Each feature is taught in a proof-by-example manner,
not only discussing what it is, but also how it works, how to implement software using it, and the common pitfalls associated with it. Don’t
treat Oracle Database as a black-box. Get this book. Get under the hood. Turbo-charge your career. Fully revised to cover Oracle Database
11g Proof-by-example approach: Let the evidence be your guide Dives deeply into Oracle Database’s most powerful features
Install and Configure Grid Control to Manage Your Oracle Landscape Build a robust grid computing infrastructure with guidance from an
Oracle expert who developed and taught the Grid Control Deep Dive class to Oracle Consulting. Featuring real-world examples and best
practices, Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Implementation Guide explains how to reliably and cost-effectively deploy a dynamic
Grid Control environment. Learn how to lay the preinstallation groundwork, configure targets for monitoring, create services, implement
security, and fine-tune performance. You'll also get full coverage of backup and recovery strategies and high-availability techniques. Prepare
infrastructure hosts for Grid Control rollout Install the Oracle management repository, service, and agents Select the Grid Control installation
options that fit your needs Discover and manage host, database, and application server targets Set target metrics and policies according to
best practices Optimize performance and availability of your Grid Control framework Secure the Grid Control framework to protect data
transmitted between components
Master the Powerful Virtualization Tools in Oracle VM Set up and maintain a dynamic virtualization platform across your enterprise using the
detailed information contained in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle VM Implementation and Administration Guide contains key virtualization
concepts, practical instructions, examples, and best practices. Find out how to design Oracle VM server farms, build and deploy virtual
machines, handle provisioning and cloning, and work with Oracle VM Manager. Monitoring, tuning, and security techniques are also covered
in this comprehensive volume. Install, configure, and manage all Oracle VM components Plan, size, and set up Oracle VM server farms and
server pools Control resources from Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control, Oracle VM Manager, and Oracle VM Command Line Interface
Govern network drives and virtual storage using Oracle VM tools Create virtual machines manually or from Oracle library templates Convert
existing virtual machines on other systems to Oracle VM virtual machines Generate virtual machine clones that run on multiple server pools
Maintain guest operating systems and software using Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control's Oracle VM Management Pack
This book addresses the web services arena with a specific agenda of providing information right from covering the fundamental aspects to
its deployment and implementation issues. The content is introductory in nature, and covers not only the technology aspects, but also
highlights the application scenarios across the industry. In order to illustrate the potential of web services, a case study exemplifying the
Financial and Banking Services industry has been chosen for presentation the book.

* Only book on the market to actually show you how to build an Oracle RAC cluster on Linux. * Author expertise & quality:
Steve Shaw's Hammerora project is one of the most visited sites in SourceForge.net. Julian Dyke is Chair of UK Oracle
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User Group RAC SIG and a member of the Oak Table Network. * Based on latest Oracle release (10g R2) which we
anticipate being the release where the largest number of customers migrate from existing single instance databases to
RAC clusters. * Linux is highest growth sector in relational database market and Oracle has 69% of that market
(Gartner).
The Most Authoritative OCA/OCP Exam Guide Available Prepare to pass the OCA and OCP Oracle Database 10g
certification exams with help from this Oracle Press guide. With complete coverage of all the material on Exam #1Z0-042
Oracle Database 10g: Administration I and Exam #1Z0-043 Oracle Database 10g: Administration II, this book covers
everything you need to know to pass both exams. Inside, you’ll find helpful exam tips, hundreds of practice questions,
and real-world exercises. This comprehensive guide serves as both a study tool and an on-the-job reference. Get full
details on all exam objectives, including how to: Install Oracle Database 10g and create a database Use SQL, SQL*Plus,
iSQL*Plus, and PL/SQL Create and manage database user accounts Configure Oracle Networking Manage shared
servers Monitor, tune, and troubleshoot a database Handle database backup, restore, and recovery Use Oracle
Recovery Manager and Oracle Flashback Configure and manage security Use Automatic Storage Management and
Resource Manager Automate administrative tasks Included on the CD-ROM Electronic Practice Test engine with two full
practice exams Complete electronic book
Provides examples and step-by-step instructions on creating HTML-DB applications.
This IBM® RedpaperTM publication provides suggestions, hints and tips, directions, installation steps, checklists of
prerequisites, and configuration information collected from several IBM InfoSphere® Information Server experts. It is
intended to minimize the time required to successfully install and configure InfoSphere Information Server. The
information in this document is based on field experiences of experts who have implemented InfoSphere Information
Server. As such, it is intended to supplement, and not replace, the product documentation. Discover the proven choices
and combinations for installing InfoSphere Information Server that have been the most successful for the IBM InfoSphere
Center Of Excellence. This paper includes a broad range of customer needs and experiences, with a focus on the
following areas: InfoSphere Information Server architecture Checklists Prerequisites Configuration choices that work well
together This paper is based on thousands of hours of production systems experience, from which you can now reap
significant benefits.
The start-to-finish guide to virtualizing business-critical Oracle Software and Databases on VMware vSphere Virtualizing
large-scale Oracle software and databases on vSphere can deliver powerful scalability, availability, and performance
benefits. Recognizing this opportunity, thousands of organizations are moving to virtualize Oracle. However, reliable best
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practices have been difficult to find, and database and virtualization professionals often bring incompatible perspectives
to the challenge. Virtualizing Oracle® Databases on vSphere® is the first authoritative, comprehensive, and best-practice
guide to running Oracle on VMware platforms. Reflecting a deep understanding of both Oracle and vSphere, this guide is
supported by extensive in-the-field experience with the full spectrum of database applications and environments. Both a
detailed reference and a practical cookbook, it combines theory and practice, and offers up-to-date insights for the entire
lifecycle, supported by case studies. Kannan Mani and Don Sullivan fully address architecture, performance, design,
sizing, and high availability. Focusing on current versions of Oracle and vSphere, they highlight the differences between
ESX/ESXi 4.x and 5.x wherever relevant. To deliver even more value, they provide extensive online resources, including
easy-to-adapt scripts and expert how-to videos. Coverage includes: Understanding the DBA’s expanded role in
virtualized environments, and the emergence of the vDBA, vRACDBA, and Cloud DBA Identifying your best opportunities
to drive value from virtualizing Oracle Anticipating challenges associated with virtualizing Oracle-based Business Critical
Applications on vSphere Using VMware to overcome ongoing database deployment and management problems
Protecting your virtualized database environment with vSphere’s high-availability capabilities Designing databases to
achieve scalability on demand, maximize availability, consolidate servers, and improve compliance Implementing best
practices for memory, storage, and database layout Demystifying the impact of virtualization on Oracle support and
licensing Using VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) to accelerate disaster recovery by seamlessly integrating VM
and storage failover Streamlining provisioning and taking advantage of opportunities to automate
Maximize the Capabilities of Oracle Collaboration Suite Facilitate enterprisewide communication, data sharing, and team
work using Oracle Collaboration Suite 10g and the in-depth information contained in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle
Collaboration Suite Handbook explains how to install, implement, manage, and optimize the suite in an enterprise
environment. You'll discover how you can use this powerful tool to securely, reliably, and cost-effectively enable real-time
collaboration, streamline business processes, simplify data distribution, and consolidate corporate information. Tailor a
system-specific Oracle Collaboration Suite environment Install the Infrastructure Tier, Datastore Tier, and Applications
Tier Perform successful migrations to Oracle Collaboration Suite 10g Create, manage, monitor, and delete user accounts
with provisioning Control processes, components, and subcomponents from the command line and the Enterprise
Manager Browser interface Perform reliable full and partial database backups and restores Monitor, analyze, and act on
system log files Administer applications, application components, and program functionality Manipulate unstructured data
using intelligent containers and Oracle Content Services
Master Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Centralize and simplify enterprise infrastructure administration using
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the detailed information contained in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Control Handbook shows
you how to implement a grid-based management system and maintain on-demand access to critical services. Develop
rollout plans, configure hardware and software, deploy targets and agents, control access, and distribute business
reports. This authoritative resource also explains how to generate reliable backups, implement top-down performance
monitoring, and maximize system availability. Plan and carry out an Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control rollout
Set up customized metrics, alerts, thresholds, targets, and agents Manage IT resources from a centralized control
console or the command line Manage your infrastructure using secure protocols Automate administrative tasks with
Oracle's management agent Distribute business intelligence using the reporting and dashboard features Work with
Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Control and Oracle Real Application Clusters Build physical and logical standby
databases using Oracle Data Guard
Use this comprehensive guide to develop flexible; cross-platform Web applications; create and test applications quickly;
interface with the Oracle database seamlessly; and deploy your applications to the Web securely. -A guide to the installation and configuration of Oracle9i RAC covers such topics as the design of RAC clusters,
configuration of TAF, and monitoring and tuning RAC applications.
Developers and DBAs use Oracle SQL coding on a daily basis, whether for application development, finding problems,
fine-tuning solutions to those problems, or other critical DBA tasks. Oracle SQL: Jumpstart with Examples is the fastest
way to get started and to quickly locate answers to common (and uncommon) questions. It includes all the basic queries:
filtering, sorting, operators, conditionals, pseudocolumns, single row functions, joins, grouping and summarizing,
grouping functions, subqueries, composite queries, hierarchies, flashback queries, parallel queries, expressions and
regular expressions, DML, datatypes (including collections), XML in Oracle, DDL for basic database objects such as
tales, views and indexes, Oracle Partitioning, security, and finally PL/SQL. * Each of the hundreds of SQL code examples
was tested on a working Oracle 10g database * Invaluable everyday tool that provides an absolute plethora of properly
tested examples of Oracle SQL code * Authors have four decades of commercial experience between them as
developers and database administrators
This IBM Redbooks publication describes experiences gained while installing and testing several Oracle® solutions, such
as: - Single Instance of Oracle Database 10gR2 - Including sharing ORACLE_HOME and Cloning Oracle databases RAC Instance of Oracle Database 10gR2 using raw devices, block devices, or OCFS2 files - Oracle E-Business Suite
11.5.10.2 with a split configuration database on Linux on System z - Oracle AS10g Interested readers include database
consultants, installers, administrators, and system programmers. This book is not meant to replace Oracle
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documentation; it documents our experiences installing Oracle products.
A Comprehensive, Fully Integrated Study System Prepare for the Oracle Certified Administrator Oracle Application
Server 10g exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Get complete coverage of all topics on the exam
1Z0-311, including installation, configuration, and management of Oracle Application Server 10g, as well as details on
Oracle Internet Directory, Oracle HTTP Server, Oracle Single Sign-On Server, Oracle Portal, Oracle Application Server
Containers for J2EE (OC4J), and Oracle Web Cache. In each chapter, you’ll find certification objectives, examples, a
two-minute drill, and a self-test to highlight what you’ve learned. This book and CD-ROM package is the most
comprehensive preparation tool available for this OCA exam. Ideal as both an exam guide and an on-the-job Oracle
Application Server 10g reference All official Oracle OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-311 are covered in detail Two-minute
drills reinforce knowledge Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you’re ready for the exam when all
objectives on the list are checked off 200+ simulated exam questions match the format, topics, and difficulty of the real
exam On the CD-ROM: One full practice exam that simulates the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations
Score report performance assessment tool Complete electronic book Bonus exam available free with online registration
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